WHAT HAVE OUR STUDENTS BEEN INTERESTED IN?

Food Relations, Environmental Justice & Indigenous Sovereignty (Max Klein, podcast)

Anishinaabe & Climate Justice: An Indigenous Food Sovereignty Approach (Jayce Chiblow, paper)

The Impacts of Climate Change on the Health and Wellbeing of the Peoples of Whitefish River First Nation, Ontario (Mahisha Sritharan, paper) ... and more!

Students of the IEJ Project are interested in many topics regarding Indigenous environmental issues. Maybe you are too, check them out:

- Food Relations, Environmental Justice & Indigenous Sovereignty (Max Klein, podcast)
- Anishinaabe & Climate Justice: An Indigenous Food Sovereignty Approach (Jayce Chiblow, paper)
- The Impacts of Climate Change on the Health and Wellbeing of the Peoples of Whitefish River First Nation, Ontario (Mahisha Sritharan, paper) ... and more!

We have two podcast series:

- "Anishinabek Rationality" (features Anishinabek kwe researchers on their knowledges on environmental issues), and
- "Wetsuweten Awareness Event (panel on the ongoing tensions between land defenders and the government of Canada)

Find "Media" at the top, then click on "Podcasts".

LOOKING TO WATCH SOMETHING?

We have recordings of various events you can check out:

- 2016 Symposium (a smaller conference)
- Speaker Series (on environmental racism, Native Youth Sexual Health Network, and more)
- Elder & Youth Climate Gathering in 2017
- Educational/informalional videos (labelled Vignettes at this time) -- "What is Indigenous Environmental Justice" and more!

Find "Media" at the top, then click on "Videos".

EXTernal RESEARCH

Want to look at even more resources outside of IEJ?

We've compiled a short list for you that is categorized as follows:

- General
- Energy Justice
- Climate Change Justice
- Water Justice

Find "Other Resources" at the top, then click on "Research".

INDIGENOUS HISTORY MONTH SPEAKER SERIES

Check out the virtual speaker series we held during Indigenous History Month featuring four guest speakers:

- In Conversation with Joseph Pitaawanakwat
- In Conversation with Jon Johnson
- In Conversation with Sylvia Plain
- In Conversation with Alan Corbiere

Find "Events & Outputs" at the top, then click on "National Indigenous History Month".

WANT TO CONNECT WITH US? FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

@thelEJproject
@thelEJproject
@thelEJproject
IEJPROJECT.INFO.YORKU.CA